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Dear professor thank you very much for your comments. We discussed your comments and revision and we found them very helpful in away to make the paper more solid. few of the highlighted points by your comments, we don’t have answers for them such as the river discharges in the days preceded the surveying dates because the surveying dates are not archived precisely also the archive for sediment samples those taken before 1980 missed and no more measurements for the sediments are taken after this year. some information about bed material are available through the samples were taken recently from the northern part of the river reach and a statement about the results grain size analysis were added to the paper. a revised version of the paper available now best regards
Please also note the supplement to this comment:
http://www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci-discuss.net/9/C2554/2012/hessd-9-C2554-2012-supplement.pdf
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